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This invention relates to a flushing valve andi lever whereby the bell crank shown in Fig. 7 is
particularly to a means whereby the amount of Operated.

water used for fushing a toilet bowl, or the like,

Referring to the drawings in detail, and par

ticularly Figs. 1 and 2, A indicates a flushing tank
may be controlled.
Practically all toilet bowls in use today are Of suitable size and make, in the bottom of which
5

equipped with a flushing tank and a valve mecha is secured, an outlet or flushing pipe 2 which is

0

5

nism whereby the flow of Water from the tank to connected at its lower end with a toilet bowl, or
the bowd is controlled. The quantity of Water the like, in any suitable manner. The upper end
used in each flushing operation is considerable as of the flushing pipe terminates in a valve seat 3
the amount of water employed must not only be to receive a valve B, whereby the flow of flushing
sufficient to completely flush the bowl but must water is controlled. Formed just below the valve
also be sufficient to assist in carrying matter re Seat 3 is a conduit or side extension 4 a. d. sup
moved from the bowl through the Sewer pipes ported thereby is a standard form of overflow
pipe 5. Adapted to be slipped over the upper end
connected therewith.
The same quantity of water, usually from six of the pipe 5 is a bracket 6 which is secured at
to eight galions, passes through the bowl during any desiredi elevation With relation to the valve

each flushing operation and is a Source of con
siderable Waste as only a small amount of water
will suffice in many instances; for instance, if
20 the bowl is used for urination only, Or if a persom
merely expectorates into the bowl, or throws a
cigarette stub, or the like, therein, the amount
of Water used for flushing could obviously be Very
materially reduced and considerable Saving Of

Seat by means of a clamping Screw . The outer
end of the bracket is fork-shaped, as shown, to
form a pair of guide bearings 8 and 9 through
Which extends - a vertically disposed valve rod f 0.
This rod has a snug fit in the bearings 8 and 9
and Serves as a Support for the valve B, there be
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ing a ball and socket connection l between the

rod and the valve as Will hereinafter be more
fully described.
25
The object of the present invention is generally "The bracket 6 Serves Severa functions: first

25 Water Would result.

to improve and simplify the construction and op that of a guide for the valve rod i 0; secondly, it

309

eration of flushing valves, and particularly to
provide a valve and an actuating mechanism
therefor Whereby the amount of Water Sed in the
fushing operation may be varied.
The fidushing valve and the mechanism actuat
ing the same is shown by way of illustration in
the accompanying drawings, in Which
Fig. 1 is a central vertical section of the fush
ing tank, said view showing a major portion of
the valve actuating mechanism in side elevation.

functions as a support for a gripping lever or
clutch generally indicated at 2; third, it func
tions as a support for a bell crank generally. in
dicated at 3; and fourth, it functions as a pivotal
Support for a float actuated lever 4. The lever

30

i 4 pivots on a pin or a like bearing member 45

secured at one side of the bracket. It is pro

Wided with an extended arm or rod 6 . on the 35
Outer end of Which is Secured a. float, f. The

bell crank 3 is arcuate at one end and an arc
Fig. 2 is a detail view and side elevation par uate slot 8 is formed therein. A clamping screw

tially in section of the mechanism whereby the 9 extends through the slot and the arm i? and
40
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main flushing lever is actuated, said view showing
the position assumed by said mechanism when the
bowl is to be partially flUShed.
Fig. 3 is a similar view showing the position of
the actuating mechanism when the bowl is to be
fully fushed.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a vertical section taken on line V-V
of Fig. 1, showing the manually controlled actuat
ing handle and a portion of the mechanism ac
tulated thereby.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the valve rod
gripping clutch.
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the bell crank
whereby the tripping clutch is actuated.
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the float actuated

forms a means whereby the bell crank and the
arm i may be secured with relation to each

40

other so as to function as one lever. The clamp

ing Screw 9 and the slot 8 form an adjustable
connection between the two levers whereby the
position of the levers with respect to each other
may be changed, this being important as the
amount of Water employed during the partial
flushing is regulated thereby as will hereinafter
appear.

The other arm of the bell crank 3 extends in a, 50

downward direction and carries a crank pin 20

and this pin is engageable with the free end of
the gripping arm or clutch 2. This arm is noth

ing more or less than a flat strip of metal bent

in the shape shown. Its outer end terminates in

2
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a hook 2 and this hook forms a pivotal support shown in the present instance is known as a two
for the gripping lever. The valve rod 0 extends way handle, as it may be swung from a vertical
therethrough and when the gripping lever is free position to either side. This is important in the
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with relation to the crank pin 20 it assumes an present instance as when the handle 3 f is swung
angular position and as such grips and clutches to one side the valve will be lifted to the partial
the rod, but when the free end of the gripping le flushing position shown at B” and when swung

ver is raised by the crank pin 20 the gripping ac to the other side the valve will be lifted to the
tion is released and the valve and rod are free to full flushing position indicated at B”. This is
move vertically in a downward direction. The accomplished as follows.
hooked end of the gripping arm is slotted and a By referring to Fig. 1, the position of the oper

pin 22 extends therethrough. The pin and slot ating handle 3 and the crank 32 actuated there
cooperate to guide the gripping arm and to Se by are shown as normal or inoperative position.

cure it against lateral movement. Suffice it to
say, that the clutch or gripping lever as illus
trated is disposed below the bracket and engages
the valve rod 0 at a point below the bracket.
The pivotal point 2 of the gripping lever is dis
posed above the point of contact with the rod and
the free end of the gripping lever, which is ac
tuated by the crank pin 20, is also disposed at a
point above the contact between the lever and
r?d.
During the operation of flushing the toilet bowl

By swinging the arm3 in the direction of arrow
c, the crank 32 will swing in the same direction
and the swinging movement will be limited by a
stop lug 34 when this engages the underside of

the arm or lever 24. By thus limiting the swing

ing movement the lever 24 is merely rocked suffi
ciently to lift the valve to the partial fiushing
position indicated at B”. On the other hand, if
the arm 3 is grasped and swung in the direction
of arrow d, crank 32 will swing in the same direc
tion, the lever 24 will again be rocked on its pivot,
it is necessary to lift the valve B with relation but to a greater degree, its rocking movement
to its seat. It is the purpose of the present in being, however, limited by the stop shoulder 35
vention to lift the Walve to assume two positions, of crank 32 engaging the underside of the lever
the first position indicated by dotted lines at B”, 24. When the arm 3 has been swung to its limit
and the second position indicated by dotted lines the valve will have been raised to the position
at B”. When the valve is raised to the position indicated at B” and this will insure a full or cóm
indicated at B” the Water contained in the fidush plete flushing operation.
ing tank will only be partially released and this The present mechanism accordingly provides
will be termed “partial flushing operation”, but a manually controlled actuating mechanism
when the valve is raised to the position indicated whereby valve B may be selectively raised to as
at B” the water in the tank will be substantially sume either one or another of two positions.
discharged and this will be known as “fullfdushing This manually actuated means for selectively
operation”. In view of the fact that the valve raising the valve being the handle 3, the crank
is raised from a seat to asSume either One Or an arm 32, link 33, lever 24, and the wire link 27.
other of the positions shown, mechanism for Whenever the valve is raised to one position or
raising the valve into either of these positions the other it will be automatically retained in its
must be providedi.
raised position by means of the gripping lever or
The mechanism employed in the present in clutch 2, as this hangs free on its pivotal or
stance comprises a lever 24, which is. pivotally fulcrum support 2 and as such automatically
mounted as at 25, on a bracket arm 26. A wire grips or clutches the rod and prevents the valve
link 27 connects one end of Saidi lever With the from returning to its seat. Mens are accord
upper end of the rod, said rod being provided ingly provided for automatically retaining the
with a stop shoulder or head 28 with which the valve in either of its raised positions when it has
lower end of the wire link engages When the been manually raised.

valve lifting lever 24 is raised. Extending through
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It is now necessary to provide means for re
the side wall of the tank, See Fig. 5, is a bearing leasing the valve from either position so that it
bushing 29 of standard construction having the may properly close after the partial flushing 50
bracket arm. 26 formed integrally with its inner operation or a full flushing operation. The
end. Extending therethrough is a rotatable rod means employed in the present instance is auto
30 On the outer end of Which is Secured a man matically actuated by means of the float fl. For
ually controlled operating handle 3l. It should instance, if the valve has been raised to the
5 5 be noted that while the rod 20 is square to facili partial flushing position indicated at B” it will be 5 5
tate themaking of non-rotatableconnections atits retained in this position by the gripping lever or
ends, it passes through a round bore in the bush clutch 2 but as the Water runs out through the
ing 29 so that it is free to rotate therein. The outlet connection 2 the water level will rapidly
rod 30 may, of course, be rounded where it passes decrease, float IT will drop with it untilit assumes
60 through the bushing, if desired, but the construc the dotted line position indicated at illa. This (60)
tion shown is preferred because it is leSS expensive dropping movement of the float is transmitted as
and because there is no necessity for a perfect a swinging movement to the arms 3 and f4 and
bearing surface between the rod and the bushing. the
crank pin 20 will, accordingly, swing to a
Secured on the inner end of the rod is a crank
position where it will engage the free end of the
65 arm 32, see Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, and connecting
Said crank With the free end of the lever 24 is a gripping arm or lever 2 and trip it, thus releas
link 33, hence if the lever 3 is grasped and swung ing the rod and permitting proper closing of the
in one direction or another, a turning movement valve at the end of the partial fiushing operation.
will be transmitted to the rod 30 and this will, On the other hand, if the valve is raised to the
flushing position shown at B” it will again
in turn, swing the crank 32 and as it swings the full
crank will exert a. pull on the link 33 and there be automatically retained by the gripping lever
by impart a rocking movement to the lever 24, or clutch 2 and it will again be released when
causing the link 2T to engage the shoulder or float IT reaches the position shown at Tla, but
head 28 of the valve rod and lift it, together with the valve will not close in this instance until the
75 the valve, away from the seat 3. The handle 3 tank has been substantially fushed as it will float 75

3
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or gradually settle as the water level becomes water discharged during a partial or full flush
lower and lower during the discharge of the ing operation will automatically be replaced when
water, and it will not close until it substantially the valve B is closed.

10

5

reaches the valve seat when it is pulled forcibly The main feature of the present invention is
against the seat by the suction of the discharging that of saving water. This is exceedingly im
Water. In this connection it is important to pOrtant in many localities as the Water is scarce
point out that the valve indicated at B is only and often expensive. Water is saved by being
partially buoyant; that is, it is counterweighted capable of only partially discharging the flush
În any Suitable manner so as to be just barely ing tank and it is also saved by not completely
buoyant, for instance, by thickening the walls of emptying the tank during the full flushing oper
the valve, or otherwise, and as it is barely buoyant ation, that is, valve B will seat during the full
it will obviously be pulled against the seat 3 by flushing operation before the tank is completely
the Suction action of the discharging Water empty, as due to its only partially bouyant con
when raised to the position indicated at B”, but dition it will be Sucked against the seat before
when raised to the position indicated at B” itº the tank is empty; hence preventing all the water
will be out of the range of such suction action and from discharging and thus saving this additional
will not be pulled by suction against the seat until amount during each full flushing operation.

20
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the water level has reached such a low point as While certain features of the present inven
to affect it. The efficiency of a flushing opera tion are more or less specifically described, I
tion depends upon the force and volume of water Wish it underst00d that Warious changes may be | 20
delivered to the bowl; that is, as large a volume resorted to within the scope Of the appended
as possible should be delivered to the bowl in claims. Similarly, that the materials and finish
a short period of time and with a sudden rush. of the several parts employed may be such as the
To accomplish this the valve B must be lifted a manufacturer may decide, or varying. conditions
sufficient distance above the outlet to permit the or uses may demand.
25
water in the tank to freely discharge. If a buoy Having thus described my invention, what II
ant valve should be employed it would be im claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is:-
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possible to lift it sufficiently high to permit a 1. In combination with a flush valve having a
free discharge as the valve would have to remain stem and a bracket to receive and guide said stem,

in the immediate zone of suction produced by the
discharging water to prevent it from floating to
the Surface, but by employing a valve which is
only partially or barely buoyant as here disclosed
it becomes possible to lift the valve sufficiently
high to permit a rapid free discharge during the
fidushing operation, as the valve may be raised to
a considerably higher point. in the zone of suc

therein and embracing the stem in a manner to
retain the valve in a partially opened position,

30

and meams to release said clutch member.
2. In combination with a flush valve having a

stem and a bracket to receive and guide said
stem, a clutch member pivoted to said bracket
and having a hole therein embracing the stem

tion without any tendency to float to the surface. whereby it will clutch the valve against closing
The swivel joint formed between the rod o movement, and means for moving said clutch
and the valve B is also important, particularly member to a non-clutching position.
when practical conditions are considered. " For 3. In a flush tank, the combination with a

instance, if the valve and actuating mechanism
here shown is being put out by a manufacturer,
bracket 6 will obviously be designed so that the
Walve stem f 0 will align with the center of the
discharge or outlet connection 2. However, it
happens that flushing tanks, outlet connections,
actuating mechanisms of different types are

50

a pivoted clutch member having a hole formed

40

flush valve having a stem and a bracket to guide
said stem, of a clutch carried by said bracket t0

retain the valve in a partially open position, and
a float device supported by said bracket and op
erable upon lowering of the liquid level in the

tank to release said clutch.

45
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4. In a flush tank, the combination with a
made by numerous manufacturers. The dimen flush valve having a stem and a bracket forming
sions of the parts are not standardized, hence a guide for said stem, of a clutch comprising a

there will be variations in the distance between member perforated to embrace the stem and piv
the pipe 5 and the center line of the outlet con oted on the said bracket to grip the stem when

nection 2. This may vary as much as one-half the valve is raised and retain itin a position with
inch or more, hence if the mechanism here shown in the zone of suction caused by liquid flowing
5 5 is installed on existing devices allowance must through the valve, a lever pivoted to the said 55
be made for such variations in dimensions bracket and engageable with the clutch member
and this is taken care of by the ball and swivel to release it, andra float on said lever whereby the
connection shown, which accordingly permits clutch will be released upon a predetermined low
proper seating of the valve regardless of whether ering of the liquid level in the tank.
60 the valve rod 0 aligns with the outlet connec
5. In a flush tank comprising the usual flush 60
tion 2 or not.
opening and overflow tube adjacent thereto, and
The filling valve and the float actuating the having a flush valve closing said opening and
same are only partially illustrated at E in Fig. 4. including a valve stem guided in a bracket se
Its construction and operation does not inter cured to the overflow tube, a clutch member piv
fere with the construction and operation of the oted to said , bracket and engageable with the 65
flushing valve and its actuating mechanism here valve stem to prevent closing of the valve when
illustrated and for that reason only a partial it has been raised to less than its full open posi
illustration of the filling valve and its actuating tion, a float, a lever supporting said float and
: 70 mechanism is shown. Sufiice it to say, that when pivoted relative to said bracket, and means con 70
the tank is being partially or fully flushed by the trolled by the lever for releasing said clutch
mechanism here illustrated the Water leve Wii member to permit closing of the valve upon a pre
rapidly lower, the float of the filling valve will determined lowering of the liquid level in the

obviously drop with the lowering water level and tank.

75 as such open the filling valve and the amount of
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